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Innovation in life sciences 
 

SOD7/NGAL3 
 

Increased seed size, plant growth and grain yield 
 

Dr Yunhai Li and his team at the Institute of Genetics and Developmental 

Biology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, have been studying genes 

involved in determining seed size.  KLU is widely known to be involved in the 

promotion of seed and organ size and growth generally (Krizek, Current 

Opinion in Plant Biology 2009, 12:17–22).  The IGDB team have identified a 

novel transcription factor, SOD7, that directly binds the promoter of KLU, 

repressing seed growth.  The downregulation or KO of SOD7, results in large 

seeds.  This effect is most pronounced when NGAL3, a close homologue of 

SOD7, is also downregulated or knocked out.  This technology has great 

potential as a tool to increase crop seed yield in agro-biotechnological 

applications. 

 

SOD7 was identified by the IGDB researchers in an expression activation mutant screen, where upregulation of SOD7 results 

in small seeds in a large seeded mutant background, da1-1 (Li et al 2008, Genes and Development: 22 (10), 1331-6; and see 

PBL Tech Id 07.436) – hence “Suppressor of Da”, SOD.  SOD7 is also known as NGAL2, which has no previously known 

connection to control of growth or seed size.  Equally, NGAL3 has no previously known involvement with organ growth/size.   

SOD7 (NGAL2) acts maternally to control seed size by restricting cell proliferation in the integuments of ovules and developing 

seeds.  The SOD7 overexpression mutant also reduces seed size in a wild type Col-0 background, indicating that the effect is 

independent of the DA1 pathway.  Having cloned the SOD7 gene, transgenic lines overexpressing SOD7 confirmed the effect 

seen in the expression activation mutant. 

 

Expression studies involving GUS fusions indicate that SOD7 is expressed in leaves, more so in younger than older leaves, 

and in petals, sepals, stamens and carpels, as well as ovules – again, more so in younger tissues.  Within cells, SOD7 was 

found to be localized exclusively in nuclei, fitting its profile as a B3 domain transcription factor. 

 

Seeds from KO lines of SOD7 and NGAL3 were slightly larger and heavier than wild type, but the sod7KO/ngal3KO double 

knockout line showed a dramatic increase (50-60%) in seed size, as well as increased growth of other organs (Fig 1, over).  

This indicates that SOD7(NGAL2) and NGAL3 act redundantly to control seed and organ size.  Reciprocal crossing studies 

showed that the effect of sod7KO/ngal3KO is maternal (Fig 2, over).   

 

Studies have indicated that ovule integument size is a determinant of eventual seed size.  The inventors show that 

sod7KO/ngal3KO lines have larger ovules than wild type, as well as having significantly longer outer integuments, and that this 

increase in length is due to a greater number of cells, as opposed to larger cells. 

 

Crosses with the klu4 mutant line show that klu4 is epistatic to sod7KO/ngal3KO, indicating they act on a common pathway.  

Further evidence for this was obtained from expression induction studies, which show that inducing SOD7 results in a strong 

reduction in KLU expression, and this is also supported from promoter binding studies. 

 

SOD7 (NGAL2) and NGAL3 are highly conserved in plants as diverse as field crops, fruit trees and mosses, and 

orthologues are known for many crop species.  The findings of the IGDB team open a new route to increasing seed and 

organ size in plants to increase crop yield and productivity.  Approaches could include GM strategies and also mutation and 

genome editing to knock out SOD7 and NGAL3 orthologues in target plant species. 
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Fig 1 

A&B: KO lines of SOD7 (NGAL2) and 

NGAL3.  

C, D, E, F (left to right):  

Seeds, Mature embryos, 25-d plants 

and flowers of Col-0, SOD7-KO, 

NGAL3-KO and the double KO, SOD7-

KO/NGAL3-KO.  

G, H, I : as labelled 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2: 

SOD7/NGAL3 act maternally to affect seed size.   

F1 crosses: Col-0xCol0, Col-0xdoubleKO, double KOxCol-0, and 

doubleKO x doubleKO. 

 

 

 

 

The SOD7/NGAL3 technology is patented by PBL on behalf of IGDB.  For more information or licensing interest, please 

contact PBL. 
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